
Leveraging millions of bankruptcy records 
dating back 10 years, LexisNexis® Banko® 
Bankruptcy Solutions provide automated 
daily notifications of bankruptcy filings 
and continual monitoring of changes 
during bankruptcy resulting in reduced 
paper flow and minimized operational 
expenses for your organization. 

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions takes a consultative 
approach with our customers. We customize 
our solutions by incorporating our extensive 
knowledge of the bankruptcy process and 
focusing on what is important to you – 
understanding your challenges, recognizing your 
priorities and helping you achieve your goals. 

This understanding enables us to develop a 
successful solution strategy that:

•   Maximizes efficiency by storing your entire 
portfolio and delivering daily updates to you 
regarding new filings and/or changes in status. 

•   Minimizes stay violations

•   Automates manual processes of opening 
mail – looks up account to locate account 
number on your system

•   Tracks activity after the initial filing

•   Saves you money on employee costs – no 
need to manually look up cases on Pacer

•   Sends you a full notification (even if you are 
not listed on the Creditor’s Matrix)

•   Sends you notifications of dismissals so 
accounts can be immediately returned to 
collection queues 

•   Send you notifications of discharge/re-instated/
closed or converted cases

Effective tools for the  
entire process

LexisNexis® Banko® Bankruptcy Solutions 



www.lexisnexis.com/risk/receivables-management
800.869.0751
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About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk) is a leader in providing essential information that helps customers across all industries 
and government predict, assess and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique Data and advanced scoring analytics, we 
provide products and services that address evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of security and 
privacy. LexisNexis Risk Solutions is part of RELX Group plc, a leading publisher and information provider that serves customers in more 
than 100 countries with more than 30,000 employees worldwide.

LexisNexis Banko Events Monitoring
LexisNexis® Banko® Events Monitoring 
provides automated updates of key events — 
placing you in the right place at the right time. 
These are events that affect your ability to 
recover debt. Many organizations access the 
Pacer docket manually and conduct multiple, 
individual searches on different events within 
the bankruptcy case. This can be a tedious 
and costly process. Banko Events Monitoring 
monitors the bankruptcy docket and sends 
automatic alerts related to more than 620 
unique bankruptcy-related events. This fully 
automated process delivered from a central 
source saves our customers countless hours by 
eliminating unnecessary manual investigation. 

Banko Events Monitoring provides: 

•   Quick notification of Chapter 13 Plan Filed; 
you can see immediately if you are listed in 
the plan for payment

•   Quick notification of any Objection to your 
Proof of Claim; you can respond promptly to 
ensure your claim on your asset

•   Quick notification of Adversary Proceedings 
against you allowing you to respond promptly 
to ensure your claim on your asset

•   Quick Notice of Reaffirmation indicating 
whether your debtor will continue to pay the 
debt after the bankruptcy is discharged

•   Quick notification of Notice of Final Cure in 
mortgage matters

Online Access with Banko Tools in 
Accurint for Collections allows you to:
•   Conduct Individual look-ups of a bankruptcy

•   Manage/query your Banko Event cases

•   Pull dockets, documents, creditor’s matrix 
and claims register

LexisNexis® Banko® Bankruptcy Solutions 
helps our customers monitor and control how 
they are being treated in bankruptcy cases to 
save time and money resulting in more favorable 
outcomes. We look forward to the opportunity 
to welcoming you as one of our valued Banko 
customers and exceeding your expectations.
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ACCESS
Will the URL be changing? 
Yes. Banko® online products and Banko Events will now be 
available on Accurint® for Collections: Contact and Locate 
Decisioning Workflow (Accurint CLD). The new URL is 
http://www.accurint.com. Once your account is migrated and 
you attempt to login to banko.com, you will automatically be 
redirected to Accurint.com.

Will I need a new login ID and password?
No, you will use the same user ID and password for 
Accurint CLD as you will for Banko.com. However, we have 
appended your Accurint user ID with _bnk.

For example, if your user ID on Banko.com was jsmith1234 
your user ID on Accurint is jsmith1234_bnk

Although all passwords will remain the same during the 
migration, note that on every initial login to Accurint, users 
will be prompted to change their passwords for security 
purposes.

Will the account’s user groups, settings, or 
preferences change during the migration?
No. Users will have the same access levels on Accurint as 
on Banko. This includes IP restrictions and time-of-day 
restrictions, as well.

BILLING AND PRICING
Will the account’s pricing or billing structure 
change as a result of the migration?
All pricing per search and report will remain the same on 
Accurint as was priced on Banko. However, as these accounts 
will now be Accurint accounts, our billing system for your 
account will change. This will result in your company 
receiving an invoice that looks different than what you 
received in the past. The invoice will have LexisNexis® 
branding and the invoice details will include similar, but 
slightly different, transaction descriptions for the Banko 
products on Accurint. 

What if my company already has an Accurint CLD 
Account?
If your company already has an Accurint CLD account, you 
will have two separate Accurint CLD Accounts after the 
migration. The new, migrated account will have access to 
Banko products. If you have interest in consolidating these 
accounts, please contact your Account Manager.

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS AND CHANGES
What are the major changes I will notice on 
Accurint CLD?
You will notice two major changes on Accurint  CLD: 
a completely new interface as well as an updated and 
enhanced FCRA compliance standards.

Interface:
The Accurint CLD Interface is divided into two clear sections: 
Contact & Locate (Non-FCRA) and Decisioning (FCRA). The 
Accurint platform treats these data types separately and uses 
a different search method to query the data.

Compliance:
This platform migration will ensure that you are using the 
most compliant FCRA search LexisNexis Risk Solutions has 
to offer. The major change you will notice in using Banko® 
searches on Accurint CLD’s Decisioning Workflow is the Pick 
List functionality. For example, when a user is using the 
Bankruptcies search form, the user must provide enough 
information to narrow to one subject (i.e. one consumer) 
before the FCRA-regulated data is searched. If not enough 
information is input to narrow to one subject, a Non-FCRA 
pick list will appear that includes subjects which match your 
input criteria, but do not necessarily have bankruptcies. The 
Accurint Bankruptcy Search will not reveal any indication 
of a bankruptcy until the search narrows to one specific 
subject. See an example of the pick list below: Once “Run 
Search” is clicked, the Bankruptcy search will continue to 
search the FCRA-sensitive Bankruptcy data.

Frequently Asked Questions

Banko.com Migration to Accurint® CLD



Once “Run Search” is clicked, the Bankruptcy search will continue to search the FCRA-sensitive Bankruptcy data.

The above scenario will especially impact the Case Number search. Since a Bankruptcy Case Number is neither unique across the 
US nor a Non-FCRA piece of data, the Case Number input field will not be used to create the Pick List. The Case Number input field 
will be used to search the FCRA data once the user has narrowed to one subject by clicking the “Run Search” link. For this reason, we 
strongly recommend searching by Social Security Number whenever possible. A Case Number + SSN search will almost always 
resolve to one subject.

Will any of my searches change?
There will be slight changes to some the searches, but many things are staying exactly the same. For example, there aren’t any 
functionality changes to the Banko Events product at all. The Bankruptcy Search and BK Court Links searches will remain the same, 
except for the inclusion of the Pick List functionality described above. 

A Business Search and Death Records search will also be added to your Accurint accessibility so that you can find Business Bankruptcies 
and Deceased records, when necessary. These two searches will be on the Non-FCRA side of the Accurint.com dashboard.

TRAINING
What kind of training will be provided?
Both live and on-demand training sessions are planned for February, March, and April. The schedule and registration information 
for the sessions will be distributed in our next e-mail communication.

What if I have other questions?
If you have other questions that have not been addressed in this document, please feel free to reach out to your Account Manager or call 
Accurint Customer Support at 866-277-8407. You may also contact us on our Customer Support web page: https://accurint.custhelp.com
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About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk) is a leader in providing essential information that helps customers across all industries and 
government predict, assess and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique Data and advanced scoring analytics, we provide products 
and services that address evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of security and privacy. LexisNexis Risk 
Solutions is part of RELX Group plc, a leading publisher and information provider that serves customers in more than 100 countries with more than 
30,000 employees worldwide.

If you have additional questions, please contact  
Customer Service at 866.277.8407.
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